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PRESS-RELEASE

Oxygen Software Introduces Oxygen Forensic Suite 2011 v.3.1 with Support for iPad 2

Apple iPad 2, Over 30 Android OS Smart Phones and Social Networking Forensics Tools Added in Recent Update Make
Oxygen Forensic Suite 2011 the Ultimate Tool for Mobile Device Forensics

MOSCOW, Russia – March 18, 2011 – Oxygen Software, a leading provider of forensic software, today introduces
Oxygen Forensic Suite 2011 v.3.1, a major update of the popular forensic software suite for Windows OS. Now the
program supports revolutionary Apple® iPad 2, Apple® iOS 4.3, Apple® iTunes 10.2.1 and introduces preliminary support
for iPhone 4 branded by AT&T and Verizon. Also the recent release adds support for over 30 Android® OS devices, 10
Windows Mobile OS devices and other new features and enhancements.

“iPad usage is growing exponentially and recently started sales of iPad 2 are expected to bring this popular gadget into
the hands of even more people, making it a part of digital lifestyle in the home and office. In addition, Android has
become the number one smart phone in the U.S., according to comScore and also promises to dominate in personal and
business use on the global market by the end of this year. In response to these trends, Oxygen Software added support
for iPad 2 and over 30 new Android handhelds. We're closely evaluating the evolution of various mobile devices, and
we’ll continue to expand the list of supported devices as new cell phones and smart phones appear on the market,”
commented Nickolay Golubev, Director of Public Relations, Oxygen Software.

What’s New in Oxygen Forensic Suite 2011 v.3.1?

- iPad 2, iTunes 10.2.1, iOS 4.3, iPhone 4 are supported. Now forensic investigators can extract and review forensically
important information from iPad 2, the next-generation of the world’s most popular mobile gadget for browsing the
web, playing games and watching videos. Besides, the new release adds support for the latest Apple® iTunes 10.2.1,
Apple® iOS 4.3 and preliminary support for iPhone 4 by AT&T and Verizon.

- Social Networking Forensics. MySpace and Foursquare are added to the list of analyzed applications. Now
investigators can retrieve and review user data related to these applications, such as installation and run time stamps,
logins, user passwords and account details like photos, addresses, relatives, friends and more.

- More than 30 Android OS devices have been added to the list of 1900 supported handhelds, letting forensic experts
extract all data, including phonebook, calls, messages, calendar event, camera shots and documents. Also new to this
release is OxyAgent for Android OS smart phones, support for File Browser for Android OS devices with convenient
browsing and filtering options and enhanced support for Android OS v.2.2.

- 10 new Windows Mobile OS devices are supported. In addition to all standard extraction capabilities, the program can
extract forensic data from “locked” smart phones, retrieve messages from custom folders, extract emails and
attachments along with full message headers with information on message routing.

Full list of new features and improvements is available at http://www.oxygen-forensic.com/en/news/

About Oxygen Forensic Suite 2011:

Oxygen Forensic Suite 2011 extracts maximum of user information from a mobile device providing investigators with
instant access to phone basic information and SIM-card data, contacts list, caller groups, speed dials,
missed/outgoing/incoming calls, standard SMS/MMS/E-mail folders, custom SMS/MMS/E-mail folders, deleted SMS
messages (with some restrictions), SMS Center timestamps, calendar events schedule, tasks, text notes, photos, videos,
sounds, LifeBlog data (SMS messages, camera snapshots and other phone events with their geographical coordinates),
Applications, file system from phone memory and flash card, GPRS and Wi-Fi log, web connections and geographical
locations history, web browsers cache and history, voice records and other important data.
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Pricing & Availability

Oxygen Forensic Suite 2011 is available for $799 through the Oxygen Software Store (http://www.oxygen-forensic.com),
and Oxygen’s Authorized Resellers: TEEL Technologies (USA and Canada) and Data Duplication Ltd (UK and Europe). A
free 30-day trial version, list of supported handset models, demos, documentation and additional downloads for Oxygen
Forensic Suite can be found at http://www.oxygen-forensic.com

About Oxygen Software

Founded in 2000, Oxygen Software provides innovative PC software for cell phones and smart phones, including
advanced tools for forensic investigation. The company is the author of Oxygen Forensic Suite, Oxygen Express for Nokia
phones and Oxygen Phone Manager II for Symbian OS smart phones (all Symbian smart phones supported - Nokia, Sony
Ericsson, Motorola, Samsung, etc). Oxygen Software is an official member of Forum Nokia developers’ community. For
more information about the company, please visit www.oxygen-forensics.com
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